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Abstract
As the Internet of Things (IoT) grows, malware will increasingly threaten Internet
security and stability. Many actors, from individuals installing antivirus on their
personal computers to law enforcement conducting botnet takedowns, have some
capability to prevent or remediate malware, but these strategies face technical and
economic challenges. These challenges worsen as the IoT expands, due to the high
number of IoT devices and other characteristics of the IoT.
Fortunately, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are positioned to effectively contribute to malware remediation efforts, through the detection and notification of compromise. However, Network Address Translation (NAT) and IPv6 Privacy Extensions
prevent ISPs from identifying the specific compromised device. We refer to this lastmile extension of the IP traceback problem as the residential source identification
problem. As the IoT grows, the problem worsens: IoT devices are less capable of
self-remediation and expected to soon outnumber traditional devices, thus imposing
a significant cost on customers to triangulate and remediate an infection.
To address the residential source identification problem, I propose EDICT, an
open-source software package for home routers that will enable consumers to identify
a specific device, given retrospective notification of the malicious behavior, without
compromising the consumer’s privacy. EDICT does this by maintaining a mapping
of IP flows to devices through a series of scalable Bloom filters, allowing EDICT
to operate under the significant memory constraints of home routers. When a customer is informed of compromise, EDICT will query this connection log using a fuzzy
check of the timestamp and source port, both provided by the ISP, iterated across
a log of identified devices. EDICT will then provide the customer with user-friendly
information on the infection’s source, enabling remediation.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. David D. Clark
Title: Senior Research Scientist
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In early 2014, researchers with Proofpoint, a computer security company, discovered a
malicious email campaign, with more than 450,000 infected devices sending hundreds
of thousands of emails daily. Though unexceptional in scope, this campaign heralded
a new phenomenon: household devices from the Internet of Things (IoT) being corrupted for malicious purposes. Set-top boxes, home network-attached storage (NAS),
smart appliances, and video game consoles were among the compromised “Things”
[103]. This campaign causes concern for two reasons. One, spam email is not the
limit of a botnet’s malicious effects; other “botnets” have been used to compromise
users’ privacy and to effect distributed denial of service campaigns. Two, the IoT is
expected to eclipse the traditional Internet of personal computers, servers, etc. [67],
which increases the hazard. Summed, these threats raise a pressing policy question:
How do we handle malware in growing home networks? This thesis analyzes this
problem and suggests an answer, coordination between Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) and their customers.
Botnets are networks of “bots,” or devices that have been compromised by an
adversary [16] - sometimes also referred to as “zombies” [19] or “slaves” [55]. These
networks can range in size up to several millions [66]. While their possible uses are
nearly limitless, they typically are used to send unwanted, bulk email (“spam”), collect personally identifiable information or sensitive financial information (e.g., credit
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card numbers), act as network proxies1 and mask adversaries’ Internet traffic [79],
and contribute to distributed denials of service, where a target is overwhelmed with
traffic from the entire botnet. As the global economy continues to become Internetconnected, so too does it become vulnerable to these threats. In particular, the
spread of broadband Internet access has aggravated the challenge DDoS campaigns
pose: More devices and more Internet traffic makes a greater threat.
The Internet of Things exacerbates these threats. As more devices, ranging from
home appliances to components of critical infrastructure, join the Internet, malware
gains more victims, botnets gain more potential bots, and more of our information
and economy is vulnerable. Yet, the IoT is too broad to address with a single policy. While the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) defines the IoT as “a
global infrastructure for the information society, enabling advanced services by interconnecting (physical and virtual) things based on existing and evolving interoperable
information and communication technologies” [61] and the ecosystem as a whole is
expected to be predominantly commercial [52], this paper focuses exclusively on the
threat posed by devices in the home network. Hosts in commercial or infrastructure settings face fundamentally different challenges, and their surrounding incentive
structure differs enough that they should have superior security and thus, despite
increased numbers, a lower threat.
Fortunately, Internet Service Providers are positioned to effectively contribute to
malware remediation efforts, through the detection and notification of compromise
[51]. Due to their position in the network, ISPs see metadata of all of their customers’
traffic. Thus, they can readily detect certain behaviors indicative of compromise, such
as participating in a DDoS campaign or connecting to a known botnet command and
control server. After detecting this activity, the ISP can then notify the customer, allowing the customer to remediate the infection. There is significant precedent for ISPs
detecting malicious traffic and notifying their customers, including ISPs supporting
more than 40 million US subscribers [51].
1

A network proxy serves as an intermediary and forwards and receives communications on behalf
of a client. This is typically done to protect the client’s security and privacy or to increase the
network’s performance.
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However, technologies such as Network Address Translation (NAT) [33] and IPv6
Privacy Extensions [57] prevent ISPs from identifying the specific compromised device
for their customers, which frustrates customers’ abilities to remediate an infection.
I refer to this last-mile extension of the IP traceback problem [70] as the residential
source identification problem. Put simply, the challenge is determining the source
of malicious Internet traffic, given a low fidelity identification sufficient under existing systems only for determining the home network to which the source device was
connected. This problem is complicated by the realities of a modern home network:
Devices may be numerous (dozens or hundreds), including IoT devices lacking traditional capabilities. Thus, notified customers will be unable to effectively remediate
the infection, as their efforts will be spread across their entire network of potentiallyinfected devices.
To address the residential source identification problem, this thesis proposes EDICT
(Enabling Device-level Identification of Compromised Things), an open-source software package for home routers that will enable consumers to identify a specific device,
given retrospective notification of the malicious behavior, without compromising the
consumer’s privacy. EDICT does this by maintaining a mapping of IP flows to devices. When a device connects to the router, EDICT will identify the device through
an open-source WiFi fingerprinting library [30]. EDICT then logs all flows in a series of scalable Bloom filters [8], allowing EDICT to operate under the significant
memory constraints of home routers. In order to preserve users’ privacy even in the
face of router compromise, EDICT does not log information regarding the destination
of traffic, ensuring that an adversary cannot gain the full details of users’ Internet
browsing history. Furthermore, this architecture is extensible to complicated network
topologies, such as a home network with a router and multiple Wireless Access Points
(WAPs). When a customer is informed of compromise, EDICT will query the Bloom
filters using a fuzzy check of the timestamp and source port or source IP address
(depending on what version of the Internet Protocol is in use), both provided by the
ISP, iterated across all devices previously identified on the network. EDICT will then
provide the customer with user-friendly information on the infected device, enabling
13

remediation.
This research has been motivated, in part, by comments made at the 2015 MIT
Communications Futures Project (CFP) Plenary Session [78] and the Measurement
and Analysis for Protocols Research Group (MAPRG) at the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) meeting 96 [21]. The questions and comments posed there form,
when combined, the essence of this problem space: ISPs are capable of detecting
malicious traffic and notifying their customers, but individual devices, particuarly
IoT devices, can be frustratingly difficult to identify.
The remainder of this thesis is organized into five chapters. In chapter 2, I introduce an analytical framework for malware remediation approaches and use it to
discuss the malware remediation ecosystem for traditional (non-IoT) devices. Chapter
3 discusses how the Internet of Things and the characteristics of IoT devices stymies
traditional remediation approaches. In chapter 4, I detail EDICT’s system architecture and analyze several technical and policy considerations for its design. Chapter
5 analyzes EDICT’s overall performance and security against particular classes of
malware. Finally, in chapter 6, I discuss several conclusions and offer suggestions for
future work on EDICT and tangential research questions evoked by this work.
The primary contributions of this thesis are the following:
∙ Development of EDICT, an open source software package that will enable home
Internet users to identify compromised devices given outside notice of compromise, while preserving their privacy. EDICT has only minimal memory requirements (<20MB) and has no significant impact on CPU utilization or network
throughput.
∙ Holistic analysis of malware response options for home Internet of Things devices.
∙ Identification of the residential source identification problem as a unique subset of the challenges in remediating home malware infections. In contrast, the
literature has previously either conflated the challenges of home malware remediation or focused exclusively on the problems of detection and remediation.
14

Chapter 2
Traditional Malware Remediation
Malware is a multi-faceted problem and cannot be fully addressed by any single actor.
In this chapter, I outline the several layers at which malware might be addressed and
analyze the strengths and weaknesses of each layer, acting independently. These layers
are shown in figure 2-1. First, there is the source host (A): This is the device that has
been infected and is the source of the malicious traffic (spam, DDoS traffic, etc). This
malicious traffic is then routed through the source network (B), which for the purposes
of this discussion is a consumer, non-commercial private network (as opposed to an
educational, corporate, or government network). Next, the traffic travels to the source
network’s ISP and, through the interconnection of ISPs, through the Internet (C).
The “cloud” image is, thus, a gross simplification of the Internet, but as subsection
C discusses, many possible solutions in this layer require significant coordination.
Depending on the type of traffic, it can then reach the botnet’s command and control
(C2) server (E via the C2 network, D) or the destination host (G via F). Typically,
malware will first communicate with the C2 server and receive a “hitlist,” which
indicates which destination hosts to victimize [55].

2.1

Source Host Solutions

Preventing and remediating malware at the infected host faces significant technical
and economic challenges. This is unfortunate: If malware is successfully prevented or
15

Figure 2-1: Layers of an Anti-malware Campaign. Malware can be addressed at
many different control points. This framework delineates the various possibilities by
following the traffic of a compromised source host (A) through to either the botnet’s
command and control infrastructure (E) or the victim of the malicious traffic (G).
remediated here, there is no need for secondary intervention - whereas other strategies
could still result in harm to the user, such as ransomware1 locking away the user’s
data. Moreover, securing a host has other benefits. Secure hosts are less vulnerable
to other classes of malware, such as ransomware, which will prevent user access to a
machine and demand payment to return access. Although some source host solutions
can be, themselves, sources of insecurity [81], this strategy remains highly effective
and an extremely common approach.
Preventing malware has two components: developing a secure system and preventing malicious changes to that system. In developing a secure system, the goal is
1

Ransomware is a class of malware that demands ransom, typically a payment in the form of
Bitcoin or some other semi-anonymous payment system, after removing the victim’s ability to access
data, such as by encrypting the hard drive with a random key that will be sent to the user upon
receipt of payment.
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typically to hamper entire classes of attacks [10, 102, 92, 48]; in the security parlance,
this will greatly decrease the “attack surface” [4], which is a more efficient approach
than addressing vulnerabilities piecemeal. While this strategy has significantly increased security, the continuing rates of malware infestation [87] show that hoping
for secure development, on its own, is insufficient. This is, in many ways, an implementation problem: Security may be discussed, even outright required, but it is
often done inadequately. Short of this goal, system developers may prevent individual
vulnerabilities, typically by discovering the vulnerability, developing a “patch” for the
system, and then distributing that patch to the system’s users [76]. Unfortunately,
there can be significant delays between a vulnerability being discovered and a patch
being distributed, users rarely keep their systems fully updated [25], and even securityconscious users may be wary of updates, given a desire for stable systems [66]. This
shifts the effective responsibility for system security to other technologies or actors,
despite many problems being solvable by simply keeping a system up-to-date.
Second, the system must be protected from malicious changes. This requirement
assumes an imperfect system - that is, even a secure development process results
in an exploitable system. While enterprise scenarios can entail extensive measures
such as configuration management processes, home users typically eschew these in
favor of an antivirus program, as these processes are costly and unwieldy. Home
users even disfavor privilege management systems, such as Windows User Account
Control, that prevent untrusted software from executing with the elevated privileges
required for most malicious activity, as they present an unwanted disruption to users’
workflow [54]. Thus, the responsibility for preventing malicious activity falls nearly
entirely onto antivirus suites. These suites can operate proactively, by scanning files
for infection as they are downloaded or executed, or reactively, such as a user-directed
scan of the entire system. In either mode, the targeted file is scanned and compared
against a list of the signatures2 of known bad files; more advanced suites may also
detect malicious activity through heuristic analysis based on rules of what “good” and
2

In this context, a signature refers to a cryptographic hash that uniquely identifies a file. These
hashes are calculated from strong, one-way hash functions that enable complex inputs to be identified
by a fixed-length, pseudorandom output.
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“bad” behavior entails [34].
Unfortunately, antivirus has technical and economic challenges. First, malware
can easily avoid the traditional, signature-based detection schemes, and heuristicbased schemes are not developed enough to provide adequate protection [73]. This
results from, principally, the efforts of malware engineers: Malware that is easily detected is not good malware, so a good malware engineer will take significant efforts
to stymie detection. Typically, malware engineers will utilize specialized programs,
including “packers” that introduce an element of randomness to their code prior to it
being distributed, thus preventing easy signature matching [37]. Additionally, newlydeveloped malware can be checked against common antivirus suites, allowing the
developer to verify that it will be undetected. Consequently, antivirus suites, which
are often the only implemented security mechanism, are insufficient. Second, antivirus suites impose costs on their users. They have computational requirements,
which while not a significant impediment to modern devices, can challenge older systems [7] - and can, even in newer systems, lead uneducated users to forego antivirus
for performance considerations. More directly, antivirus typically operates on a subscription model, where the user must pay annually for access to the service [53]; while
free alternatives abound, uneducated users may not be aware of their availability,
especially given that subscription antivirus is often pre-installed on new machines.
Antivirus suites also require regular updates, and this hassle can discourage users
[25]. These challenges compound to lower the level of antivirus use below the level
optimal for the security of the Internet as a whole.
Education campaigns can help these problems, from the security of software development [25] to antivirus use [79]. Typically, these campaigns encompass a wide range
of “cyber hygiene” issues, including antivirus usage and best practices, such as verifying email attachments prior to downloading. The “Stop.Think.Connect” campaign,
currently being conducted by the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS), has
“keep a clean machine” as its first category of security advice: Users are instructed to
“keep security software current” and “automate software updates” [9]. This emphasizes the unfortunate reality of host security: The more effective security measures
18

are, often, those that are less used.
Even with a broad campaign for public awareness, malware cannot be completedly
handled by addressing infected hosts. This is a reflection of the negative externality
Internet users generate in their security choices. Many of the costs of malware are
not borne by those whose systems are infected. While a bot owner has to face certain
consequences, such as the release of sensitive financial information, they will not
have to deal with the flooded inbox that results from a spam email campaign or the
crippling traffic from a DDoS. Thus, users will rationally choose a level of security that,
not reflecting the total cost of such poor security, is below the optimal level for society.
While increased public awareness of cybersecurity harms - through public awareness
campaigns or media reports of data breaches - can help this balance, users still provide
an inadequate level of security [25]. Compound this with the imperfection of existing
security measures, and the resulting security provided at the level of infected hosts is
clearly inadequate.

2.2

Source Network Solutions

Similarly, malware cannot be adequately handled at the level of the source network,
but home networks typically lack any security measures at this layer. Such networks
typically only contain a router, beyond the individual connected devices. While some
home routers do contain limited security capabilities, such as preventing an infected
host from scanning for open ports, generally routers are not capable of effectively
remediating a malware infection. Broadly, network devices have several approaches
to handling malware. They could prevent connected devices from ever downloading
malware, such as by performing antivirus scans on all data flowing across the network;
this is infeasible for various reasons, including encrypted communications and routers
lacking the necessary processing power. Routers could also prevent the malware
from “phoning home” to a C2 server or conducting malicious activity against an
external destination (as they can do little to stop malware’s activities against the
infected host). Unfortunately, this approach requires the network device be able to
19

differentiate between legitimate and illegitimate traffic, in real time; this is often
beyond entry-level consumer devices with limited processing power and memory [16].
Moreover, even devices that perform some analysis of traffic typically will only block
a subset of malicious traffic. Blocked traffic is typically activity where the identifiers
are constant, such as a port scan, compared to a bot communicating with a C2 server.
Fortunately, there are classes of devices designed to handle the complexities of
detecting illegitimate traffic: Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs), which detect malicious activity via generally the same mechanisms as antivirus suites, and Intrusion
Prevention Systems (IPSs), which take that approach further and block, or otherwise
handle, the detected traffic [35]. Such devices are common on enterprise networks,
such as large corporations. Yet, they are rarely used in consumer networks for two
reasons. First, they are expensive - significantly more than the average price of a
wireless router. Second, they require effort to administer, especially given that an incorrect action by an IPS may block legitimate communications. As previously noted,
users have a low willingness to pay for security, due to the misaligned incentives generated by malware, and are thus unlikely to pay for high-cost security choices such
as an IDS.
There are techniques that do not require specialized hardware, however. Routers
are generally capable of limiting the external connectivity of a connected device. This
functionality could place a device into a “quarantine,” where it could perhaps only
talk to other devices on the network, but not the Internet, or no devices at all; less
extremely, it could enact rate limiting, where the connectivity of the targeted device
is limited, but not disabled - lowering its usefulness in a spam or DDoS campaign.
These techniques are not ordinarily seen on a consumer device, but that is due to a
surmountable software lack, not an insurmountable hardware one. Used effectively,
quarantining a device can forestall many of the negative consequences of that device’s
compromise. While the user loses the Internet connectivity of the infected device,
their privacy remains uncompromised, and adversaries lose access to the bot.
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2.3

Internet Solutions

At the Internet level, there are many mechanisms for controlling malware. This analysis centers on Internet Service Providers (ISPs). While there are other Internet actors
- such as Regional Internet Registries (RIRs) and Certificate Authorities (CAs) - that
might have specialized roles to play in anti-malware campaigns, these approaches will
be covered in the discussion of malware command and control, as these levers impact
control of the malware network, not transmission or other facets associated with the
greater Internet. Still, ISPs have several capabilities. Like devices at the source network level, they can detect and block malicious activity - and do so efficiently. This
efficiency springs from economies of scale, as ISPs handle large volumes of traffic
relative to the upfront costs associated with the necessary security hardware.
First, the ISP must detect the malicious activity amongst the body of legitimate
traffic. This typically is done by comparing activity against known signatures of
malicious activity. These signatures can be the destination of traffic, in the case of
a known C2 infrastructure, or protocol information, for malware strains that have
predictable communications patterns. As an example of both forms, consider the
Conficker worm. It is possible to predict, in advance, what C2 servers the Conficker
horde will attempt to contact, and Conficker always scans on port 53/UDP (used for
the Domain Name System, DNS), 80/TCP (used for insecure Hyper-Text Transfer
Protocol, HTTP, requests), and 445/TCP (Server Message Block, SMB, a Microsoft
Windows network communication protocol) [66]. This form of analysis is typically
known as metadata analysis, in reference to the malware communications’ metadata
providing the signature for detection.
Without an identifiable signature, detecting malicious activity is naturally more
difficult. This is the goal of IP traceback - retroactively determining the origin of a
malicious packet stream. There are several proposed schemes, each hoping to mitigate
DDoS campaigns [70, 101, 18, 100]. Archetypically, a scheme works as follows: Each
ISP will mark packets that traverse its network in some way. Then, the victim of
an attack can contact its ISP, who will determine which other ISP generated the
21

malicious traffic; the victim’s ISP contacts the second ISP, who iterates this process,
until the source ISP is able to determine the malicious customer. Alternatively, each
ISP may log packets that it sees; the request then becomes an iteration of log queries.
While this approach imposes a higher cost on the ISP, it allows for the tracing of a
single malicious packet, whereas marking methods may require a significant body of
traffic be utilized to determine the origin [75].
Detection is challenged by IP source address spoofing, where an adversary forges
the source IP address on a packet. In a DDoS campaign, this is typically done to
protect the botnet infrastructure; bots will forge source addresses, so other parties
cannot easily identify the bots and thus combat the botnet. [86]. IP traceback schemes
generally prevent effective spoofing, in that the traceback system can determine, at
each iteration, the source network. Thus, an adversary could not spoof a packet to
appear from a different ISP or even network; however, a skilled adversary could spoof
a neighboring address, which is important for non-residential settings such as school
or corporate networks with large numbers of connected systems on one network [11].
Once the ISP has detected malicious activity, it has limited options. It can block
the known malicious traffic, block all traffic from the malicious host, or rate limit
the infected host - the same options possible at the source network. This filtering
is possible at two points, the entrance to the ISP’s network - ingress filtering - and
upon exiting the ISP’s network - egress filtering. While the latter is common on
enterprise networks (to prevent security leaks), it is clearly inefficient for an ISP, who
would still pay the cost of pushing the malicious traffic in its own network. Therefore,
ingress filtering is the predominant choice [64]. It also may be more effective: A model
simulating the Internet found that ingress filtering could be more than two times as
effective at preventing “wicked” traffic [36]. One filtering scheme, Pushback, takes this
logic further and allows for an ISP to enact ingress filtering and then send filtering
requests to the source networks. On the whole, this allows an optimal outcome,
the malicious traffic being blocked at the first ISP - but this requires significant
coordination between ISPs and near universal adoption of Pushback [40], due to
strong network effects.
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Unfortunately, these mechanisms are significantly limited by modern Internet architecture. IP addresses can come in two forms, version 4 (IPv4) and version 6 (IPv6).
IPv4 is older and depreciated, but the vast majority of addresses are IPv4. The total
possible address space for IPv4 is highly limited, and the entirety has been allocated
[44]. This address exhaustion predicated the development of intermediate measures
until IPv6 could be implemented; one of these is Network Address Translation (NAT),
which allows routers to map a series of internal IP addresses to an external IP address,
thus allowing for many devices to share a single IP address allocation. Additionally,
this system provides privacy protection for those translated addresses; an external
observer cannot determine which device is the source of traffic [33]. IPv6 systems can
gain equivalent privacy protection through the use of IPv6 Privacy Extensions, which
randomizes the source address such that an outside observer is unable to easily connect two such random addresses from the same system [57]. These systems prevent
ISPs from identifying the source devices for traffic, including through malicious traffic detection schemes such as IP traceback. Consequently, any action taken by ISPs
must be at the customer level: An entire customer’s network will be quarantined, not
merely the infected device.
Despite these difficulties with residential source identification, ISPs have significant capabilities to combat malware for home Internet users. Unlike at the customer
level, an ISP can leverage economies of scale for detection systems. They face limited
misalignment of incentives regarding their security choices, due to the informal interconnection between network operators providing a coercive mechanism for positive
security choices. An ISP’s costs are tied to their relationships, and transit agreements,
with other ISPs, which are in turn dependant on the security of that ISP, so an ISP
is financially incentivized towards stronger security. Overall, the only drawback to
remediating malware with ISPs is the impermanence of the solutions - quarantines
do not remove the disease. Due to societal concerns over privacy, this inability is
unlikely to change. The US legal tradition has long held that homes are granted
significant privacy protections, in excess of the protections afforded other locations.
These protections can apply to Internet communications originating in the home:
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Outside observers, including ISPs and law enforcement agencies, should not be able
to readily get device-level identification of the source of traffic. Thus, ISPs are unable to pursue a solution targeted at the individual infected host; they are limited to
network-level, customer-level, actions. This is unfortunate for ISPs’ customers, who
may find themselves entirely disconnected from the Internet for the corruption of a
single device on their network.

2.4

C2 Network Solutions

For certain classes of malware, affecting the command and control networks (C2)
networks may be a potent approach. This is most effective against malware strains
that require control, such as bots; malware strains able to effect harms without phoning home, such as ransomware, are much less vulnerable. As a further complication,
many operations against C2 networks require participation from actors not traditionally involved in the malware problem, such as the Internet registries that maintain the
Domain Name System (DNS) that translates from human-readable web addresses to
IP addresses. As these actors can face organizational resistance in addressing areas,
such as security, outside of their typical purview, campaigns against C2 networks are
typically limited only to politically-charged issues with the capital to overwhelm these
challenges.
The goal of these strategies is typically to either remove the malware’s ability to
phone home successfully - to “sinkhole” the botnet - or to intercept malware instances’
requests for commands and reply with forged commands - to “hijack” the botnet [79].
While the latter is obviously preferred, modern malware can employ encrypted and
authenticated communications that frustrate the forgery of botnet commands [66], but
malware engineers do not uniformly utilize these measures [16, 79]. In the presence
of authenticated communications, which preclude hijacking, sinkholing is the only
option. This can take several forms, depending on how the targeted strain of malware
communicates. There are two common variations of communication, master-slave and
peer-to-peer. In a master-slave infrastructure, each bot phones home to a C2 server
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(or one of a series of C2 servers); this is the stereotypical approach. In a peer-topeer setup, this single point of failure is removed: Each bot requests commands from
neighboring bots and retransmits commands to all other neighboring bots [37].
However, hijacking a botnet may be illegal. The Computer Fraud and Abuse
Act (CFAA) outlaws the acquisition of information from a “protected computer.” 3
Modern malware often includes dual functionalities to steal private information and
create bots, and the malware often transmits this information to its C2 infrastructure.
Thus, depending on the exact steps taken, a botnet hijacker may find themselves in
violation of the CFAA, which does not contain a security or research exemption [1].
This could limit botnet hijacking to legal authorities, who are unwilling to utilize this
approach - it is technically difficult and does not lead to convictions. Yet, academics
have successfully conducted research projects that centered on hijacking botnets [79].
Without legal precedent or a clear security research exemption in the legislation,
this uncertainty will remain, and this uncertainty may prevent botnet hijacking campaigns. However, given the second-order effects of such campaigns, legal protections
are necessary: Botnet hijacking, while perhaps efficient, can be a form of vigilantism.
Non-government campaigns lack the bureaucratic protections necessary for guarding
against such effects.
To disrupt the master-slave relationship, an attacker must prevent the bots from
successfully contacting the C2 server. Typically, malware calls back to its master not
by hard-coded IP address, but by contacting a domain name, which is then resolved
through the DNS into the C2 IP address. This process can be disrupted: Prevent
(or, more rarely, remove) the registration of that domain name, and the botnet will
never be able to phone home [79]. Unfortunately, malware engineers have developed
“domain flux” techniques, where the malware periodically generates a list of domain
names and iterates down that list; the first authenticated response is treated as the
3

A protected computer is one “exclusively for the use of a financial institution or the United States
Government, or any computer, when the conduct constituting the offense affects the computer’s use
by or for the financial institution or the Government; or which is used in or affecting interstate or
foreign commerce or communication, including a computer located outside the United States that
is used in a manner that affects interstate or foreign commerce or communication of the United
States. . . ” Practically, this means any Internet-enabled computer.
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master. Modern malware can generate tens of thousands of domains per day, forcing
malware responders into a lopsided game of catch-up [66]. Malware responders will
have to disable the entire list of possible domains, and the work required to do this
vastly exceeds the work required by malware engineers to implement domain flux.
Therefore, DNS-based responses may be rendered completely infeasible.
Internet Registries, who maintain the DNS, are well positioned to assist in such
efforts, but are generally neither organized nor incentivized to effectively assist. Their
cooperation is essential in fighting malware with large domain flux capabilities, such
as Conficker [13]. Unfortunately, “they often lack the resources, incentives, or culture
to deal with the security issues associated with their roles” [79]. Thus, this approach is
infeasible in the long term without a serious reorganization of the Internet registries,
who historically have not focused on security operations. It has only proven effective
against threats grave enough to merit broad attention, such as the Conficker worm.
For less dire threats, the resource scarcity is compounded by a lack of communications
channels - it can even be difficult to identify a point of contact at a registry for security
takedown requests [80].
Peer-to-peer C2 infrastructures eschew the domain approach and thus demand a
different response. While some malware strains have been vulnerable to sophisticated,
technical attacks, a more common theme is the Sybil attack [24]. In this approach,
malware responders simply introduce a massive number of pseudo-bots who insert
themselves into legitimate positions in the growing botnet, but can then be utilized to
limit the spread of communications. While effective, this approach has large resource
requirements that prevent it from widespread usage - the pseudo-bots must be real (or
virtualized4 ) computers, so inserting enough bots to affect the botnet’s functionality
is expensive.
Instead of focusing on the technical aspects of the C2 infrastructure, alternatively
the campaign can focus on the economic infrastructure. For malware that has been
4

Virtualized computers are computers whose operation has been “virtualized,” run on another
system. This approach allows for one physical computer to run multiple virtual machines. In this
case, it allows the pseudo-bots to be more resource efficient, but this approach is still generally
infeasible.
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highly monetized, this approach can be incapacitating. A recent campaign against
“stress test” services, pseudo-legal DDoS services that an adversary can purchase and
use for their own aims, coordinated with PayPal to remove the payment accounts used
by the DDoS peddlers, resulting in an 80% reduction in business. Unfortunately, this
approach is only possible against the strains of malware that are highly commercialized through centralized services such as PayPal; modern, monetized malware that
chooses a distributed approach such as Bitcoin are not vulnerable, since there is no
centralized authority that can be coerced into disabling the payment infrastructure
[45]. Hence, while payment interdiction strategies may see limited effectiveness currently, this will decline as cryptocurrencies rise in usage.

2.5

C2 Host Solutions

In many high profile malware cases, law enforcement officials may go directly after
the C2 host and its operators. Such campaigns are typically directed at financial
malware, the strains that target personal financial information such as credit card
numbers and bank account details, including the 2014 Gameover Zeus takedown by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) [28]. These approaches are greatly complicated by jurisdictional issues. Malware authors often take deliberate steps to limit
their creations’ effects on the authors’ home country to limit their home law enforcement agency’s incentives to intervene [66]. Regrettably, this strategy can be highly
effective, as many legal jurisdictions require that a legitimate harm to the jurisdiction’s citizens be demonstrated before law enforcement action is taken. This can
necessitate other approaches, such as a victimized country coordinating with the botnet herders’ country through a Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty (MLAT), which are
effectively extradition agreements for evidence. Unfortunately, these bilateral agreements are slow and cumbersome, and the staffs responsible for coordinating countries’
activities in support of them are commonly overworked [47]. Thus, it is unlikely that
a malware case will get the necessary support, when such cases compete with murders
and other serious crimes. This limits law enforcement’s effectiveness against malware,
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as most strains are broadly transnational.

2.6

Destination Network Solutions

Malware can be mitigated by bolstering the destination network, but these approaches
do not decrease many of the ecosystem-wide costs of malware. To achieve this defense,
a network can be engineered to be secure and resilient. These are subtly different
goals: Security prevents attacks, but a good network is engineered under the assumption that security will be imperfect, necessitating a design that allows the network
to be resilient in the face of attacks. At the network level, security typically comes
from a firewall [95], IDS [96], IPS [97], or some combination thereof. Load balancers
[99] can increase the network’s resilience, especially in the face of DDoS attempts.
While these devices are infeasible in home networks for reasons discussed in section
B, destination networks do not face the same incentive structure. The destinations of
malware traffic are typically enterprise networks - corporations, schools, governments
- that have both a much higher security budget and a stronger incentive to spend that
money wisely. However, this approach is still generally ineffective for the victims of
concentrated efforts. While large corporations such as Google or Facebook might be
able to successfully withstand a large campaign, overall 65% of victim networks are
“severely affected” [94]. Moreover, this strategy still leads to an sub-optimal result for
the Internet ecosystem. Although a blocked attack may have limited visible effects,
consumers and ISPs still bear the costs of their machines’ corruption; consequently,
it is more efficient to remediate at a lower layer.

2.7

Destination Host Solutions

Finally, individual hosts can be hardened against the effects of malware campaigns.
This can be done similarly to the network-based approaches: prevent the traffic from
having an impact, such as through host-based firewalls, and limit any effects through
policies such as resource allocation, which limits the resources any connection can
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utilize, so illegitimate traffic will hopefully have less of an impact on legitimate users’
access [17]. For web servers, a common approach is the utilization of CAPTCHA
systems [91] that prevent automated access to a resource. Alternatively, hosts can be
hardened through protocol innovation, such that their entire interaction with all users
is secured and illegitimate users have less potential impact. This can eliminate entire
classes of attacks, such as the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) sync (SYN)
flooding technique - previously, one of the most popular and dangerous denial of
service methods - being mitigated by an update to the Protocol [26]. As with networkbased approaches, these methods provide significant benefits to potential victims, but
their systemic use in favor of other approaches would not result in sufficient security
for the Internet. Destination solutions are a worthwhile endeavor, and their incentive
structure encourages their use, but they are not a total solution.
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Chapter 3
Remediating Malware in the Internet
of Things
The Internet of Things will challenge conventional malware remediation. While there
have been a few known malware campaigns wielding IoT devices, such as the 2014
spam email campaign from compromised set-top boxes [103], a 2014 DDoS campaign
with home routers, a 2015 DDoS campaign of home security cameras [29], and the
recent record-setting DDoS campaigns against the Krebs on Security blog [14] and
Dyn, a DNS provider [49]. the sample is far too small to draw adequate conclusions
about the future of IoT compromise. Thus, this analysis draws on the fundamental
differences between IoT and traditional devices, including how the IoT market and
ecosystem differ from their traditional equivalents, and what effects these features
may have on networks and the Internet.

3.1

Remediating an IoT Device

In several ways, an IoT device is critically different from a traditional device such as
a personal computer or smartphone. First, these devices generally have low computational power. This results from differing requirements for low cost - necessitating
less expensive and less powerful components - and low electrical power requirements
(for battery-powered devices). While this might be expected to decrease IoT devices’
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use to malware engineers, most strains’ chief goals are information - private financial
details, etc. - or Internet bandwidth with which to send spam or malicious traffic
[19]. IoT devices have access to bandwidth and personal information on par with
traditional devices. Thus, outside of specific strains that have high computational
requirements, such as Bitcoin mining malware,1 IoT devices will be fully capable
draftees into any botnet. Accordingly, the threat of IoT botnets is in line with the
size of the IoT, not diminished by the functionality of the individual devices.
IoT devices’ equivalent capability frustrates malware policy. For a policy to be
effective, it must not focus exclusively on the "big" devices - personal computers,
smartphones, and full-feature IoT devices that may be running a traditional operating
system, such as an Android-based smart television; an effective policy must also cover
the numerous low-power devices. This directly imposes a cost on IoT users, who must
handle the malicious behavior of many more devices - it is insufficient to simply run
antivirus on the “big” devices. Moreover, this is more than a technical challenge. As
previously mentioned, users have demonstrated a low willingness to pay for security,
and the increased scope of their security responsibilities is likely to worsen this result.
Users who were unwilling to pay the costs associated with adequate security for a
handful of devices are less likely to provide adequate security for dozens. Therefore,
IoT devices may be able to disproportionately contribute to the threats posed by
botnets, compared to traditional hosts - equivalent capability with lower obstacles,
as perceived by adversaries.
Additionally, IoT devices’ low power requirements can frustrate antivirus response,
as antivirus suites have a nontrivial computational requirement which may not be met
by a low computational power device. Second, these devices are generally intended to
be single-purpose. Many existing IoT devices are developed on top of highly-capable
operating systems, typically Unix/Linux, but the development might focus exclusively
on the aspects that are necessary for the device’s advertised functionality. This can
leave glaring security gaps elsewhere in the OS, as developers fail to address security
1

Bitcoin is a digital currency that is created through “mining,” the completion of computationallycomplex tasks. Thus, a botnet herder can task the botnet with mining, thus earning revenue for the
botnet herder. For an example, see [65].
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concerns of aspects of the system they are not using in their device. This, in turn,
imposes an unexpected cost on users, who often assume that security is the default
state for a product [25].
The IoT ecosystem may also be heterogeneous, relative to the ecosystem of traditional devices, which would further confound an antivirus approach. The current
Internet of Things is predominantly based on the Unix and Linux operating systems
[46]. However, the future architecture is uncertain, and heterogeneity would complicate antivirus significantly. An antivirus suite has to be specifically engineered for the
operating system that is being protected, so a wide variety of operating systems forces
a correspondingly-wide variety of antivirus suites - which are expensive to develop
and keep updated. Worse, the IoT need not necessarily encompass many operating
systems: Many different versions of the same OS (from customization, obsolescence,
etc.) foment the same challenges.
To further complicate this space, many of the negative effects under analysis
might not result from an IoT device being infected with malware, but instead might
be the simple compromise of that device’s legitimate functionality. For example, a
refrigerator might be capable of emailing its owner when products, such as milk,
expire. Given that many IoT devices are insecure - no passwords, weak passwords,
etc. - such a refrigerator could be suborned into a spam email campaign with a
simple login script instead of malware affecting the operating system (OS) [69]. One
of the first famous examples of IoT compromise, where baby monitor cameras were
listed on the Internet and able to be remotely viewed, was caused by the absence
of strong passwords combined with legitimate remote access functionality, not the
successful installation of malware [50]. This same tactic exists on traditional devices,
certainly, but IoT devices have specific usability concerns - such as typing passwords
with a remote, controller, or some other device that’s not a traditional, user-friendly
keyboard - that prevent some measures of stronger security.
Worse, IoT device users may be incapable of even detecting malware. While traditional malware typically exhibits symptoms such as pop-ups, website redirection, etc.,
IoT malware tends to target either users’ privacy or seek the compromised device’s
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use as a bot. Neither of these effects may be detectable by users, and malware remediation first requires detection. IoT ransomware would likely prove an exception, but
this type of malware has yet to reach the IoT. Moreover, even when examining techsavvy users, the difference between traditional and IoT devices is stark. These users
may be comfortable examining files and processes on a traditional device, but IoT
devices mask, or outright remove, any capability for these manual forms of malware
detection.
Some entrepreneurs have sought to capitalize on these security concerns. Typically, however, such services are for critical infrastructure and other commercial
applications of IoT devices [93]. In the home, there are a few solutions, typically IoTspecific intrusion detection systems that are linked into the home router, but they
have extremely limited adoption so far [23]. Residential IoT owners do not face nearly
the same incentive structure as commercial owners. Commercial networks are subject
to increased liability and visibility, which increases the incentive to implement security. Additionally, certain classes of these networks, such as those involved in critical
infrastructure, receive support from the government. Thus, residential devices are
unlikely to be similarly protected. While compromising consumers’ IoT devices will
not have the same catastrophic consequences, an optimal Internet still requires consumers’ devices be protected above what the laissez-faire incentive structure would
provide.
Unfortunately, the growth of the Internet of Things is not likely to answer these
challenges. This inability is not exclusively technical. While there are technical
challenges, such as the potentially heterogeneous ecosystem and interconnection requirements, none of these preclude the development of an IoT device with security
equivalent, or even superior, to traditional devices. Yet, policy realities can impose
themselves and entirely thwart this goal. IoT developers and manufacturers will be
incentivized to maintain the status quo: Security is expensive.
Government action may be possible, but considering its challenges in regulating
the security of critical infrastructure [5], government is unlikely to effectively intercede to secure device development. More feasibly, IoT services may be regulated for
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privacy and related concerns: For example, a smart television that responds to voice
commands may be regulated such that it minimizes the voice samples it stores, encrypts those it does store, and limits the samples’ use to legitimate, user-approved
functions. However, even this extensive regulatory regime would do little to prevent
the actual devices’ usage for other malicious purposes; that smart television could
still be used, potentially, to send spam email.

3.2

Network and Internet Solutions

Given that IoT devices operate with the same Internet and network protocols as traditional devices, malware strategies above the host layer change very little. However,
many IoT devices operate on a cloud model, where the individual devices communicate with the device developer’s network [85], such as a smart scale recording its users’
weights to a cloud database. This model, combined with the intended single purpose
functionality of many devices, may enable easy differentiation of illegitimate traffic that is directed towards an unexpected destination, such as a C2 server - from the
legitimate traffic to the expected cloud. In turn, this easy differentiation enables detection of compromise via network analysis and prevention of many symtoms through
network whitelisting, which would restrict IoT devices to only communicating with
their respective clouds. Unfortunately, the same privacy-protecting technologies that
impeded analysis for traditional devices, Network Address Translation and Privacy
Extensions, similarly prevent device-level identification.
Furthermore, the ability to detect certain classes of malicious activity through
network monitoring (including the monitoring available to ISPs) may be stymied by
impact resulting not from malware, but instead a corrupted legitimate function of an
IoT device. Because the misbehavior is identical to an otherwise-legitimate function,
the traffic may be indistinguishable at a network level. To reuse the example of a
refrigerator with email capability, the traffic of refrigerators sending spam emails may
appear identical to the traffic of those same devices sending legitimate milk reminders.
However, as more of Internet traffic is encrypted by default, this type of insight is
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growing less common. Instead, network monitoring has to rely on metadata analysis,
which could still potentially detect the wayward refrigerator - for example, a spambot
is likely sending a volume of traffic far exceeding the norm.
Finally, future home networks may be fundamentally more complex. Most current
home networks consist of a single router and access point, to which all devices connect
(see 3-1a). This centralizes access, thus allowing for a single device to have visibility
over the full, layer 2 and 3,2 metadata of all devices’ communications. However, future
home networks may have multiple access points, combining to create a complex, multitier topology (see 3-1b) [38]. In such a topology, the edge router has limited visibility:
NAT or IPv6 Privacy Extensions could hide the identity of devices accessing the
network through lower-tier access points, such as a specialized controller and access
point for smart lightbulbs or home security cameras, as shown in the example.

(a) Simple

(b) Complex

Figure 3-1: Example Home Network Topologies

2

These numbers refer to the data link and network layers of the OSI network model, an abstraction
useful for discussing computer networks. Specifically, these details include the source MAC address,
part of layer 2, and the source IP address, part of layer 3.
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Chapter 4
Designing EDICT
ISPs and customers, acting in coordination, have a strong ability to address malware infection. ISPs have the capability and incentive to detect malicious activity,
but the residential source identification problem prevents useful device identification.
However, customers are positioned to provide device-level identification. EDICT (Enabling Device-level Identification of Compromised "Things") addresses this challenge
by providing customers a user-friendly, privacy-preserving way to identify a compromised device on their home network, given notice of that compromise from their ISP.
This chapter outlines EDICT’s system architecture and analyzes several technical and
policy considerations in its development and implementation.

4.1

System Architecture

At the high level, EDICT is an open-source software package designed for home router
operating systems. It operates within a seven step process, as shown in figure 4-1.
1. Devices connect to router as normal. All devices on the home network,
from traditional devices to IoT devices, connect to the home router as they
would traditionally. Connection can be wired or wireless.
2. EDICT logs devices and connections. EDICT operates by having packets mirrored via iptables (for IPv4 packets) or ip6tables (for IPv6 packets).
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Figure 4-1: System Architecture. EDICT operates in seven steps:
5.
3.
1.
6.
4.
2.
7.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Devices connect to router as normal
EDICT logs devices and connections
Router forwards packets
Customer’s ISP detects malicious traffic and notifies customer
Customer queries EDICT based on ISP’s notification
EDICT queries connection log to identify source for customer
Customer remediates infection as desired
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First, EDICT examines the frame containing each packet for the source MAC
address. If the MAC address is novel, EDICT creates a new entry in the device
log containing the source MAC, information on the device manufacturer and
model derived from the Google Fi project’s Taxonomy library,1 and the timestamp of the device’s initial connection. For additional usability, EDICT could
log the timestamps of known devices’ connections, to provide the user with a
"last seen" time stamp; however, this feature was eschewed for efficiency. Second, EDICT logs metadata about the packet into the current time slot of the
connection log, a series of scalable Bloom filters.23 This log is comprised of one
scalable Bloom filter per time slot of logging, to enable the log to be written
and queried by timestamp. While this length is tunable, EDICT defaults to a
time slot length, 𝑙 of 1 hour. Each entry in the connection log contains a concatenation of the MAC address and either the source port (for IPv4) or source
IPv6 address.
3. Router forwards packets. Following EDICT’s logging activities, the router
will forward the packet as it would normally. NAT behavior is not affected.
4. Customer’s ISP detects malicious traffic and notifies customer. As
discussed in section 2.3, the customer’s ISP will monitor the customer’s traffic
for malicious activity. When such activity is detected, the ISP will notify the
1

This library, discussed in [30] and available at [31], uses MAC addresses and WiFi Probe and
Association Requests to determine the manufacturer and model of an unknown, connected device.
2
A Bloom filter [12] is a probabilistic data structure that allows for significant storage savings
at the cost of a deterministic false positive rate. That is, the filter will return either "definitely no"
or "probably yes" when queried about membership. The false positive rate is tunable and inversely
proportional to the storage requirements. The filter operates by creating an array of 𝑚 bits and
passing the input to a series of 𝑘 hash functions, each of which maps to a single bit in the array.
Thus, an insertion flips 𝑘 bits to 1. To query membership, the item is passed to the hash functions;
if and only if the bits returned from all hash functions are 1, the filter returns positive. Thus, the
collision of the hash functions over a series of inputs could cause a false positive, where the series
of bits associated with a value have been turned to 1 by other inputs’ hashes, without that value
having ever been inserted into the filter.
3
A scalable Bloom filter [8] is a complex, Bloom filter-based data structure that enables the
efficiencies of a Bloom filter without requiring a priori knowledge of the required filter occupancy.
It is initialized to a set, small size and maintains an estimate of the current false positive rate,
determined by the current capacity and occupancy; if the false positive estimate exceeds a threshold,
the filter expands by creating an additional filter, which is then used for new additions.
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customer with metadata on a sample of the malicious traffic, including at a
minimum the source IP address, source port, and timestamp. Note that the
presence of NAT would obscure the true source address of an IPv4 host from
the customer’s ISP, thus requiring the use of the source port for identification.
In either situation, the ISP must be capable of internal traceback to identify
the source network (the customer).
5. Customer queries EDICT based on ISP’s notification. The customer
then launches EDICT’s user interface (UI) and provides EDICT with the source
IP address, source port, and timestamp from the notification. This interface is
hosted by the router and accessible to the local network. For convenience, it is
not integrated into the router’s administrative interface.4
6. EDICT queries connection log to identify source for customer. First,
EDICT iterates over the queue of Bloom filters to determine the correct filter,
as determined by timestamp. EDICT then queries that time slot’s Bloom filter
on the concatenation of the MAC address and either the source port or source
IPv6 address, depending on the IP version in use. If the timestamp is close to
the start or end of a time slot, EDICT also queries the previous or next time
slot’s filter, respectively. If the queried filter(s) return positive, EDICT informs
the user of the compromised device’s manufacturer, model, and timestamp of
first connection.
7. Customer remediates infection as desired. Finally, the customer receives
EDICT’s response and can remediate the infection in various ways, as determined by the capabilities of the compromised device: antivirus, hardware reset,
power cycling, physical disconnection, or network quarantine.
4

To accomplish this, the router hosts a separate, Node.js web server which handles the EDICT
UI. The UI is not integrated with the router’s administrative interface for several reasons: portability
(EDICT’s UI does not need to be redesigned for each router OS), accessibility (router administrative
interfaces are often confusing; EDICT’s goal is usability by any computer user capable of running
antivirus), mobile friendliness (router UIs are often unusable on mobile devices), and delegatability
(linking EDICT to the router UI means that allowing access to EDICT allows full administrative
access to the router; home network administrators may wish to split these capabilities).
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4.2

Technical Considerations

Operating on a home router entails many technical considerations, which in turn
necessitate certain design choices for EDICT. These devices are often constrained,
possessing limited processing power and memory. EDICT must not require its users
to upgrade their routers; it must function on existing equipment. Furthermore, its
use should have minimal interference with normal network traffic. If EDICT imposes
a significant overhead on the network, it becomes less beneficial to the user. Finally,
EDICT must be able to scale as networks grow in size and complexity. The future
of home networks is uncertain, and EDICT should be adaptable as those networks
expand.

4.2.1

Performance

EDICT is engineered to operate on modern home routers. As these devices are
designed to be low cost, they often possess limited hardware capabilities. This necessitated deliberate design choices regarding EDICT’s ability to perform with low
processing ability and limited memory without negatively impacting the network’s
performance.
4.2.1.1

Processor

EDICT’s architecture allows two assumptions regarding processing requirements.
First, writes to the connection log will be common, but reads will be rare. Therefore,
EDICT utilizes the scalable Bloom filter structure discussed in section 4.1. As an
insertion into a Bloom filter requires 𝑘 hash calculations, 𝑘 does not vary, the scalable Bloom filter must expand when capacity 𝑐 is reached, and another Bloom filter
must be added once per time slot 𝑙, insertions into the connection log will run in 𝑂(1)
constant time:

𝑂(𝑘) +

𝑂(1) 𝑂(1)
1 1
+
= 𝑂(𝑘 + + ) ≡ 𝑂(1)
𝑐
𝑙
𝑐
𝑙
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(4.1)

Now, to read from the connection log, EDICT must determine the correct Bloom
filter, which is determined in constant time from the notification’s timestamp. Then,
for the correct Bloom filter, EDICT iterates over 𝑛 devices in the device log to determine which device was communicating over the relevant source port. Thus, reading
from the connection log runs in 𝑂(𝑛) time, as shown below. However, 𝑛 may be
large: While traditional networks have a small number of connected devices, future
networks, especially those under attack, may contain - or appear to contain, as discussed in ?? - a large number of devices.

𝑂(1) + 𝑂(𝑛) = 𝑂(𝑛 + 1) ≡ 𝑂(𝑛)

(4.2)

Second and similarly, reads of the device log will be common, but writes will
be rare. This log is read whenever a device sends traffic to the router, in order to
determine whether to register a new device, and when EDICT is queried, to include
additional information on the device for the user. This necessitates EDICT’s use of
a hash-based associative array. Thus, reading from the device log will run in 𝑂(1)
constant time, and writing when a new device connects will require 𝑂(𝑛) linear time.
Additionally, to enable persistence across reboots, the device log writes each new
device to disk and will recreate itself from disk when EDICT restarts. Because both
new devices and reboots are rare, this has little impact on EDICT’s requirements.
4.2.1.2

Memory

EDICT must require a low memory overhead per unit of time, in order to allow the
overall log to persist as long as possible. There may be a significant delay between the
malicious activity taking place, the ISP detecting the activity, the ISP notifying the
customer, the customer receiving the notification, and finally the customer identifying
the compromised device via EDICT. The storage requirements of a simple Bloom filter
allow the construction of an estimate of EDICT’s storage requirements per connection,
𝑆. This serves as a baseline for each timeslot; the individual timeslots’ filters will scale
geometrically as discussed in [8]. I estimate a single filter’s baseline following [63],
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where 𝑚 is the number of connections tracked and 𝜖 is the maximum false positive
rate.
1
𝑆 ≈ 𝑚 × 1.44 log2 ( ) bits/filter minimum
𝜖

(4.3)

Because EDICT initializes each filter to store 15,000 connections (and will scale
the filters when the estimated false positive rate exceeds 0.001), I can estimate the
minimum storage required for each timeslot:

𝑆 ≈ 15000 × 1.44 log2 (

1
) ≈ 26.27 Kilobytes/filter
0.001

(4.4)

In order to operate within the constraints of a modern home router using LEDE,
as discussed in 5.1, EDICT fixes its maximum storage requirements to 10 Megabytes.
This ceiling is within the memory available on most LEDE platforms.5 Every 𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑐1𝜖
connections, EDICT will compute the current total size of the connection log. If that
sum exceeds 10 Mb, EDICT will drop the oldest Bloom filter successively until the sum
is below the threshold. This check is performed only sporadically in order to minimize
impact on normal operations; in periods of high activity (e.g., a compromized device
participating in a DDoS), the checks will become more frequent.

4.2.2

Scalability

As networks grow, network-centric security approaches become much more difficult.
This is due to both the increase in the number of devices and thus the network’s
traffic, as well as the complexity of the network topology, as discussed in section 3.2.
With limited additional work, EDICT can scale with growth on both axes.
Larger networks impose significant requirements on network monitoring systems,
such as EDICT. As the amount of traffic increases, EDICT’s router must have similar
increases to its CPU and memory. However, home router capabilities have trended
upwards as home Internet access has increased, and this trend is unlikely to stop 5

This assumes LEDE’s memory requirements are equivalent those of its predecessor, OpenWRT.
OpenWRT advertises a minimum requirement of 16 MBytes; most modern routers contain 32 MBytes
[82]. This allows sufficient room EDICT’s storage.
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CPU and memory prices continue to fall. This follows from the notion that a router’s
capabilities must support the amount of traffic: Routing packets requires work, so
a busier network requires a better router simply to operate, irrespective of security
concerns.
Additionally, EDICT can scale to the complex network topologies, discussed in
section 3.2, through the installation of EDICT on each access point to the network. In
a simple network topology, an EDICT instance on the gateway router has full network
visibility, as all devices on the network connect directly to this router. However,
were a complex network topology to only have EDICT installed on the gateway
router, the EDICT system would only have sufficient visibility of devices directly
connected to that gateway; devices connected through secondary access points may be
unidentifiable. Secondary routers would overwrite the MAC addresses of connected
devices, preventing identification by an EDICT instance on a higher-level router.
Moreover, secondary access points may have additional layers of NAT and DHCP, in
order to allow portability of their connected devices (e.g., a smart lightbulb package
may utilize this nested architecture to ensure plug-and-play usability). However,
with EDICT installed at all access points, the EDICT system as a whole regains full
visibility of the network. This allows for the identification of a device anywhere on
the network through a recursive query:
1. The gateway router performs a standard EDICT query.
2. If the query returns a host, inform the user.
3. If the query returns another router or switch, that device performs an EDICT
query.
4. Continue recursively performing EDICT queries until the compromised host is
identified.
However, specialized access points (e.g., a controller for a home security system)
may not be as readily upgraded with EDICT. Fortunately, specialized access points
are likely to control specialized, homogeneous devices (such as an array of identical
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security cameras): because these devices are identical, identifying the type of device
infected (that is, the controller) should be sufficient for effective remediation.

4.3

Policy Considerations

To succeed as an anti-malware strategy, EDICT must address several policy realities,
in addition to the technical ones. This section demonstrates EDICT’s feasibility as a
tool of policy, by investigating several of these concerns: first, costs imposed on several
critical classes of actors; second, coordination requirements necessary for effective
implementation and usage; third, legal questions related to ISPs’ and customers’
authorities to monitor communications and act on that information; and fourth, the
impact to users’ privacy.

4.3.1

Cost

First, EDICT will decrease the costs of malware on the key actors in its adoption,
consumers and their ISPs. It will have no impact on the costs of IoT developers and
manufacturers, and the costs required by router manufacturers will be acceptably
low. I focus on these actors, as any malware remediation strategy may, at least
indirectly, affect them. Conversely, I exclude from the analysis the victims of malicious
traffic, who would be equally positively affected by any substantive effort, and the
controllers of botnets, who face an equal negative outcome from all efforts bar those
directed squarely against them. Across all actors, I discuss cost in the economic sense,
not merely the monetary: remediation time, frustration, and additional maintenance
requirements are all forms of "cost."
4.3.1.1

Customer

EDICT will generally decrease customers’ costs. It increases consumer choice, by
allowing consumers additional alternatives for malware remediation, thus allowing
consumers to choose the lowest cost option. Without EDICT, customers are faced
with a binary choice: continue to bear the costs of malware or attempt some form
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of brute-force remediation, which is infeasible in a large and varied network. With
EDICT, customers have additional options: place the device into a network quarantine, physically disconnect it, reset the device - perhaps by simply power cycling it,
or run antivirus if possible. EDICT allows customers to efficiently target their remediation efforts, thus lowering their cost. This is specially important when considering
certain IoT devices that may be critically important to the user. A brute force approach (that is, manually remediating all connected devices in order to ensure the
compromised device is remediated) may unduly impact important devices, such as
smart door locks or smoke detectors. With EDICT in place, uncompromised devices
need not be affected.
However, this analysis rests on a pair of assumptions. First, I assume that notifications are effective. Customers may fail to receive them or ignore them outright, and
without an effective notice, the customer is reduced to alternative means of detecting
the compromise, which are infeasible in the IoT. In support of this assumption, a
2015 study showed that notification of botnet activity decreased the mean time to
remediation [56]; another study, conducted on Australian ISPs, note that most ISPs
received an overwhelmingly positive response from customers who received notifications [84]. Second, I assume that the customer bears cost from malware. There are
several thought experiments to the contrary: a consumer, who cares nothing for his
own privacy, being infected by a strain of malware that streams his home security
cameras globally, or another consumer, whose typical Internet behavior entails low
bandwidth requirements, fails to even notice the network performance impact of a
DDoS bot. This assumption remains valid, due to the notification scheme: The notice
itself broadcasts malware’s cost to the victim, thus incentivizing remediation.
Finally, this analysis rests on EDICT being usable and unobtrusive - merely running it must not impose additional cost on users. This is a function of its design and
implementation. First, this rests on EDICT being high performance, as discussed in
section 4.2.1 and analyzed in section 5.1: EDICT must not significantly decrease the
network’s performance or impede functionality of the router. Second, EDICT must
be usable. It is designed to require user interaction only when identifying a device
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(versus, e.g., a design requiring user interaction to connect a device for the first time),
and its user interface is implemented to be as accessible as possible.
4.3.1.2

Internet Service Providers

Similarly, EDICT is expected to decrease ISPs’ costs. Their costs are, in large part, a
function of the performance and security of their network - so, by increasing the performance and security, costs are decreased. EDICT can improve network performance
by enabling successful bot remediation, thus reducing the impact of DDoS campaigns
and other malicious activity. Similarly, the reduction in malware increases security,
which can lower the operating costs of the ISP. Increased security, furthermore, can
increase the ISP’s reputation, which can allow it to market "security as a feature" or
potentially leverage better transit deals with its own providers.
With modified implementation, EDICT could provide ISPs an additional security
benefit: threat intelligence. When EDICT determines the specific infected device, it
could anonymously forward that information - manufacturer and model - to the ISP,
who would then be able compile a database on threatened systems. This could even be
used to generate revenue, through the database’s resale to third party security firms.
However, this approach should be opt-in for users and emphasize the anonymization
of user data, to ensure that users’ privacy is not breached.
This analysis assumes that ISPs will initially find a customer notification scheme
in their best interest, but this assumption is validated by the precedent for both
detection and notification schemes. First, ISPs worldwide are beginning to enact
full notification schemes. In the United States, Comcast has introduced Constant
Guard, an automated system where customers are notified of bot-like activity and
given information on antivirus usage [60]. In Europe and elsewhere, several initiatives
have taken a more systematic approach, with multiple ISPs implementing in concert,
likely to forestall any first mover disadvantages [27, 68, 6].
Second, many more ISPs have systems in place to detect malicious activity [51].
EDICT would greatly decrease the costs to transform these systems into notification
schemes, mainly by decreasing customer service costs. When informed of suspected
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infection, a customer’s first response will likely involve contacting customer service.
Providing information on the notification and suggested remediation (as done by
Comcast [60]) will assist many customers, this approach is imperfect and rests on
an assumption that customers can successfully remediate the infection. Due to the
residential source identification problem, this assumption is likely invalid. However,
EDICT provides ISPs with a solution: When an ISP notifies a customer, it points
them towards EDICT (which hopefully has already been installed on the ISP-provided
router), thus allowing the customer to target their efforts towards the specific infected
device.
4.3.1.3

IoT Developers and Manufacturers

IoT developers and manufacturers would bear no immediate cost from this approach,
as EDICT only requires coordination between ISPs and their customers; it requires no
input or additional functionality from individual customer devices. Indeed, this was
a deliberate constraint for EDICT, following the assumption that IoT manufacturers
are disincentivized to provide remediation capabilities. However, in the long term,
a notification scheme coupled with EDICT may provide an incentive for IoT manufacturers to develop remediation capability. Given the discussed constraints on an
IoT device, this may not be an antivirus suite, but perhaps the ability for a device’s
owner to reset that device to a known good state. As customer security awareness
increases, from both an increased threat and a notification policy, IoT manufacturers
may be pressured into increasing their devices’ security by introducing remediation
capability. Unfortunately, most current proposed standards requirements for the Internet of Things eschew this discussion: Security requirements are information-centric
and seek to protect from privacy violations by outside actors, not the compromise of
devices [22, 89, 72]. However, as EDICT enables customers to determine the specific
infected device, customer service costs should increase for device manufacturers: Instead of contacting their ISP in response to a notification, customers can now direct
their confusion and ire at the device manufacturer.
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4.3.1.4

Router Manufacturers

EDICT would require a small cost from router developers, simply to implement the
system on their devices. However, modern consumer router hardware already supports the necessary functionality (logging, perhaps device-level quarantines); the devices simply need additional software to implement those capabilities in a user-friendly
way. Long term, home routers’ security responsibilities may become a norm. This
would incentivize router manufacturers to increase their devices’ hardware capabilities, even for the low-end models, but these costs are low relative to the overall
production costs. Moreover, this decision would be in router manufacturers’ best interests: Customers would expect routers to deliver on security, and effective security
requires a certain level of hardware capability. Additionally, many routers are purchased by ISPs and then re-sold or leased to the ISPs’ customers. If ISPs begin to
adopt notification schemes and support EDICT, this would further encourage router
manufacturers to produce highly-capable devices.

4.3.2

Coordination Requirements

EDICT does not require significant coordination between competing actors. This is
important, because coordination requirements between ISPs plagued the literature of
IP traceback: every ISP between the source of malicious traffic and the destination
of that traffic had to participate in a traceback scheme, preferably the same system
for ease of automation. This is an extreme example of a network effect, where the
utility of a product is based on the number of users of that product. Thus, a choice
with strong network effects and a small userbase is disproportionately costly. With
EDICT’s approach, such effects are not a challenge. A single ISP that enacts a
detection-and-notification policy will see benefits, irrespective of the choices of the
other ISPs. Moreover, a single customer who chooses to follow these notifications
will also see benefits, irrespective of the choices of the ISP’s other customers. This is
critical for overcoming the first mover disadvantage created by strong network effects,
which would strongly disincentivize the first potential adopters of this policy and thus
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Figure 4-2: Malware Detection and Notification Routing. Various actors could have
responsibility for detecting and/or notifying customers of malware infestation. Direct
coordination between ISPs and their customers (the bold line) is the simplest, but
other ISPs, governments, and third parties might detect malicious activity and notify
the customer’s ISP (solid lines) or the customer directly (dotted lines).
condemn any such scheme to non-adoption.
EDICT is engineered to focus on the customer-ISP relationship for simplicity
and trust, but it is extensible to alternative notification schemes. A compromised
customer’s ISP may not detect the malicious traffic; instead, it might be detected by
another ISP, a third party such as a government or computer security firm, or even the
victim of that traffic. Figure 4-2 shows the possible routes a notification could travel to
reach the compromised customer. However, because these routes lack the preexisting
business relationship between an ISP and its customers, the alternative approaches
elicit questions regarding trust - how does the customer trust the notification’s validity
and authenticity? - and legality. The legal issues are treated further in section 4.3.3.
The trust issue is sufficiently complex to warrant a separate paper, but the broad
methodology would likely involve cryptographic signatures.
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4.3.3

Legality

EDICT raises several legal questions, which are broadly organized around the activities that the router’s owner and the customer’s ISP can take. While these questions
cover EDICT’s implementation and usage, they also discuss the nuances introduced
by future additions to EDICT, such as an optional network quarantine for the devices
that EDICT identifies.
Can EDICT’s owner log traffic or quarantine devices? Yes. The majority
of these cases will be simple home networks, where there are no requirements to
announce the terms of service; it is implicit in connecting to the network. However,
there is a possible exception when routers with EDICT are used in non-home settings,
such as hotels or small businesses. These scenarios typically have a terms of service
agreement and/or an acceptable use policy that would protect the interests of the
router’s owner, thus allowing the router to monitor and log traffic for this purpose.
Can an ISP monitor traffic and notify a customer of infection? Yes.
ISPs have terms of service that protect their ability to monitor traffic. ATT [83],
CenturyLink [2], Comcast [3], Time Warner Cable (TWC) [43], and Verizon [58] all
reserve the right to monitor customers’ traffic for security reasons. Additionally, the
Federal Communication Commission’s (FCC) 2015 Open Internet Order [41] and 18
U.S.C. §§ 2510-22 [88] provide for ISPs to take measures to secure their networks. Per
the Open Internet Order, ISPs must simply disclose their network security practices;
this is typically done through the aforementioned terms of service. Finally, there
is significant precedent: Several US ISPs already monitor traffic to detect malicious
activity [51]. Unfortunately, were EDICT utilized with an alternative coordination
scheme, there may be confusion. The FCC’s Notice of Proposed Rulemaking regarding the application of the Communications Act’s privacy protections to ISPs forbids
information sharing outside the traditional activities of an ISP [42]. While this was
intended to prevent advertising and other commercial activities, it may unintentionally prevent an ISP or other actor from sharing notification of an infection. That is,
the infected customer’s ISP fails to detect the infection, but another ISP does; that
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other ISP may be unable to inform the customer’s ISP about the infection.
Can an ISP quarantine traffic or take other actions in response to infection? Yes. ISPs’ terms of service also protect their ability to control their networks.
The terms of service examined above [83, 2, 3, 43, 58] all prohibit malicious activity,
spam email, denials of service, or some combination thereof; they all also reserve the
right to suspend or terminate customers’ service for these violations. Moreover, the
Federal Trade Commission, in a letter to ISPs, recommends quarantining infected
customers, although this recommendation was specific to spam email - not DDoS
campaigns or other threats [77]; academic arguments, supported by official Microsoft
statements [71], have suggested this extend to all compromised machines. Finally,
while this example is international and thus less applicable to a question of US legality, the Australian Internet Security Initiative allows ISPs to determine their own
response strategy for infected customers, and some ISPs choose to quarantine repeat
offenders to protect the overall network as well as draw the customer’s attention [84].
Examples of ISPs quarantining customers, however, remain the minority; most ISPs,
in the US and elsewhere, absorb the cost of malware infections, even for customers
who have been repeatedly notified.

4.3.4

User Privacy

EDICT was designed to protect users’ privacy. However, any Internet logging system
evokes privacy concerns, especially one like EDICT which can be used to de-anonymize
specific devices and whose logs persist for a usable period of time. Worsening these
fears, EDICT is designed to run on home routers, which are notoriously insecure
and often targeted by modern adversaries [74]. Yet, EDICT’s design prevents any
gross breaches of privacy, beyond those already available through a compromised
router - such as sniffing6 all traffic or performing a man-in-the-middle.7 EDICT’s
6

"Sniffing" traffic refers to the monitoring of traffic on a network, typically by placing a network
card into "promiscuous mode," where the card will process all network frames, instead of reading
only those frames directed at that device.
7
"Man-in-the-middle" is a class of attacks where the attacker places himself between a pair of
actors, typically a server and a client, in order to view or modify the communications between those
actors. A compromised router provides an adversary with man-in-the-middle positioning.
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logging eschews any information on the destination of traffic, forcing an adversary
to breach both an individual’s home router (and thus EDICT) and that individual’s
ISP (assuming their ISP keeps persistent logs) and cross-reference those two logs to
generate a device-level log of traffic. While for highly sensitive behavior, such as
political activism, it might be sufficient to simply determine the traffic’s destination
and some idea on its source (i.e., which customer network), EDICT does not add any
capability to an adversary.
While EDICT’s design protects users’ online privacy, router compromise may enable attacks on users’ real life privacy. Logged source information is not enough to
determine the full details of Internet browsing, but it can establish a "pattern of life,"
which can then be used to determine when a specific user goes to sleep or wakes up,
leaves for work or arrives back home, is gone for a long period of time (e.g., vacation),
etc [15]. While this analysis is certainly possible for a compromised router without
EDICT, EDICT’s logs bootstrap it by providing data on the time prior to router
compromise.
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Chapter 5
Analysis
To demonstrate that EDICT meets the design intent outlined in the previous chapter,
we analyzed several characteristics in more depth. First, EDICT was subjected to
a performance analysis of its impact on CPU and memory, in order to show that
it meets its technical constraints. Second, EDICT was examined for security and
privacy flaws, to ensure its effectiveness and address concerns over the privacy of
users in the face of logging of potentially-sensitive Internet behavior.

5.1

Performance Analysis

To analyze EDICT’s performance, we developed an experimental setup designed to
test EDICT’s memory usage, CPU utilization, and impact on network throughput.1
We tested memory usage, as memory is both a significant technical requirement for
EDICT (see section 4.2.1.2) and routing and switching require a base level of memory,
such that extremely high memory usage by EDICT may impact the router’s core
functionality. Similarly, we tested CPU utilization, both to directly measure EDICT’s
impact on the router, as well as determine the overhead required for EDICT. As
routers become more featureful - perhaps being used to protect children from adult
content or screen traffic for viruses - EDICT should not explicitly preclude the router’s
1

Memory and CPU utilization were tested using the vmstat system monitoring utility, which was
executed remotely on the router hosting EDICT. Network throughput was tested using the iperf
network measurement tool.
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use for other tasks. Finally, we tested network throughput to measure EDICT’s
overall impact. These metrics are in line with performance analyses found in the IP
traceback literature (e.g., [75]). While previous analyses often included tests on the
performance and efficacy of queries to the traceback log (e.g., false positive rate), this
experiment eschews these measurements, as queries to EDICT will be relatively rare.
This analysis was conducted on a simple experimental setup. EDICT was implemented on a customized build of the Linux Embedded Development Environment
(LEDE) operating system, a successor to the OpenWRT operating system, and installed, together with LEDE, on an ASUS RT-N66U consumer router. A "client"
personal computer was connected to this router; all testing was initiated from this
client. The LEDE router was then connected to a second router, to simulate the
Internet routing infrastructure. Also connected to this second router, a "server" personal computer simulated the destination of the client’s traffic. Both routers were
isolated from other networks, including the Internet.
To measure memory usage, CPU utilization, and network throughput, EDICT was
tested under two scenarios. First, normal network usage was simulated with multiple
TCP flows generated with the iperf3 network measurement tool. This approach was
designed for maximum network utilization, in order to determine the overhead that
may be required by EDICT in day-to-day network use (e.g., video streaming). Second,
the first scenario was combined with a rapid network scan generated from the nmap
network scanner, configured to scan as quickly as possible.2 This is designed to
simulate what we judge as the worst case scenario, a device infected with a worm
that is trying to rapidly find other vulnerable devices and infect them, thus creating
a high number of unique connections and stressing EDICT.
For each scenario, we established two experimental groups: EDICT enabled, without and with its query web interface enabled. As EDICT’s interface was developed
to operate separately from LEDE’s normal interface, the experimental groups were
split thusly to isolate the impact of EDICT’s critical components. Both of these
groups were compared against a control, a LEDE router with EDICT disabled, using
2

This was accomplished using nmap’s "insane" timing template.
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a pairwise 𝑡-test. Finally, the experimental group with enabled UI was compared
against the group with disabled UI, to identify if the UI had any significant effects
on performance.
All groups (experimental and control) were tested over 60-minute periods, in order
to ensure a change of sublog periods. Thus, a full round of testing consisted of 6 blocks
of testing, as listed below:
1. EDICT disabled, without portscan
2. EDICT disabled, with portscan
3. EDICT enabled, EDICT UI disabled, without portscan
4. EDICT enabled, EDICT UI disabled, with portscan
5. EDICT enabled, EDICT UI enabled, without portscan
6. EDICT enabled, EDICT UI enabled, with portscan

5.1.1

Memory

As shown in tables 5.1 and 5.2 and figures 5-1 and 5-2, EDICT imposed a small, but
statistically significant, memory requirement, exactly as expected. While the experimental design only required an hour of traffic be logged, continued use would lead
to an increase in EDICT’s memory requirements to approximately 10MB more than
currently used (as 10MB is the total memory allocated for EDICT’s connection log).
Further testing could determine the average duration of this log capacity, in order
to allow users to more accurately allocate memory to meet their expected duration
requirements (e.g., a week’s worth of logs might require 15 MB of memory).
There is one minor anomaly, noticeable on the portscanned graphs: All three
groups have a period, approximately 15 minutes long, with a constant increase in free
memory. This is an artifact of the nmap scanner, which was configured to scan the
entire subnet of the "server" machine and restart upon completion. Each of these
scans took approximately 15 minutes. For an unknown reason, perhaps caching, one
iteration of this scan took fewer resources for each iteration.
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Figure 5-1: Free Memory without Portscan (KB) over Time

Figure 5-2: Free Memory with Portscan (KB) over Time

Table 5.1: Free Memory without Portscan (KB)
Group

𝑡-test v. G1 𝑡-test v. G2
∆
𝑝
∆
𝑝
76,871 690
74,217 648 -2,654 0.00
73,667 667 -3,204 0.00 -550
0.00
Mean

1. EDICT disabled
2. EDICT enabled, UI disabled
3. EDICT enabled, UI enabled

SD

Table 5.2: Free Memory with Portscan (KB)
Group
1. EDICT disabled
2. EDICT enabled, UI disabled
3. EDICT enabled, UI enabled

𝑡-test v. G1 𝑡-test v. G2
∆
𝑝
∆
𝑝
73,706 1,676
70,698 1,782 -3008 0.00
70,059 1,672 -3647 0.00 -639
0.00
Mean
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SD

5.1.2

CPU Utilization

EDICT imposes no appreciable impact on CPU utilization, as shown in tables 5.3
and 5.4 and figures 5-3 and 5-4 . However, the router appears to be CPU-limited, as
the CPU utilization is consistently maximized, despite memory remaining available
and the network infrastructure supporting gigabit speeds. While the lack of impact
on network throughput, as discussed in section 5.1.3, implies that EDICT’s impact
on CPU utilization is limited, further testing is required to understand the true impact. This could be accomplished on more capable hardware, such that the network
hardware (e.g., cabling) becomes the limiting factor, or the network simulation (iperf)
could be reduced to a level that does not maximize the CPU in normal operations.
Figure 5-3: CPU Utilization without Portscan (%) over Time

Figure 5-4: CPU Utilization with Portscan (%) over Time
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Table 5.3: CPU Utilization without Portscan (%)
Group

𝑡-test v. G1 𝑡-test v. G2
∆
𝑝
∆
𝑝
99.97% 1.51
99.97% 1.51 +0% 0.32
99.97% 1.49 +0% 0.65 +0% 0.47
Mean

1. EDICT disabled
2. EDICT enabled, UI disabled
3. EDICT enabled, UI enabled

SD

Table 5.4: CPU Utilization with Portscan (%)
Group
1. EDICT disabled
2. EDICT enabled, UI disabled
3. EDICT enabled, UI enabled

5.1.3

𝑡-test v. G1 𝑡-test v. G2
∆
𝑝
∆
𝑝
99.97% 1.51
99.97% 1.49 +0% 0.32
99.97% 1.49 +0% 0.32 +0% 1.00
Mean

SD

Throughput

Similarly, EDICT imposes no statistically-significant impact on network throughput,
as shown in tables 5.5 and 5.6 and figures 5-5 and 5-6. In the groups subject to
portscanning, there is a noticable increase in throughput for approximately 15 minutes, due to nmap as discussed in section 5.1.1.
Figure 5-5: Network Throughput without Portscan (Mbits/sec) over Time
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Figure 5-6: Network Throughput with Portscan (Mbits/sec) over Time

Table 5.5: Network Throughput without Portscan (Mbits/sec)
Group

𝑡-test v. G1 𝑡-test v. G2
∆
𝑝
∆
𝑝
115.91 5.46
116.04 5.19 +0.13 0.28
115.86 5.60 -0.05 0.74 -0.18 0.16
Mean

1. EDICT disabled
2. EDICT enabled, UI disabled
3. EDICT enabled, UI enabled

SD

Table 5.6: Network Throughput with Portscan (Mbits/sec)
Group
1. EDICT disabled
2. EDICT enabled, UI disabled
3. EDICT enabled, UI enabled

5.2

𝑡-test v. G1 𝑡-test v. G2
∆
𝑝
∆
𝑝
108.95 5.99
107.38 6.08 -1.57 0.32
108.02 6.05 -0.93 0.32 0.64
1.00
Mean

SD

Security Analysis

While EDICT is engineered to contribute to anti-malware efforts, it is fundamentally
unable to address certain types of malware. This section discusses four of these gaps:
MAC randomizers/spoofers, IPv6 randomizers/spoofers, source port manipulators,
and malware that targets the router itself. While the former three types are viewed
as threats to the benefits of EDICT - that is, they would reduce or eliminate EDICT’s
ability to identify a compromised device - the latter is instead viewed as a threat to
both EDICT’s efficacy and users’ privacy and security. In this analysis, the threat
model assumes the adversary can utilize the full capabilities of the compromised
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device, to include the production of arbitrary packets and/or frames.

5.2.1

MAC Spoofing and Randomization

MAC spoofing, broadly, refers to the forgery of the source MAC address on frames a
device sends over a network. This can be done by either generating a pseudorandom
MAC address for the source or by sniffing the network’s traffic, detecting a MAC
address used by another connected device, and using that MAC. For the remainder of this analysis, MAC spoofing refers exclusively to the latter capability; MAC
randomization refers to the former.
5.2.1.1

MAC Spoofing

MAC spoofing is typically used to avoid MAC-based network authentication. Some
networks, particularly wireless, are configured with a whitelist of known MAC addresses; connections are refused from devices not on this list. Thus, an adversary
wishing access to this network may sniff for MAC addresses in use and use an observed address as a forged source for access to the network. However, it can also
be used more maliciously, wherein an adversary forges a victim’s MAC address, conducts some unauthorized activity, and hopes the forged MAC leads to the victim
being blamed for the effects.
If a compromised device utilizes a spoofed MAC, EDICT will be unable to accurately identify the device. The following scenario demonstrates this vulnerability.
First, a connected device is compromised, but takes no overt malicious acts; it simply
monitors the normal network traffic, recording other MAC addresses it sees. Second,
the device begins to act maliciously, but forges a legitimate address as the source
of its traffic. If EDICT is queried to identify the source of this traffic, the innocent
device would be identified, and there would be no easy way to determine the forgery
had occured.
To fully prevent MAC spoofing, EDICT would require a network authentication scheme that can uniquely identify connected devices. Typically, this involves
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certificate-based authentication. With unique certificates installed on each device,
the router can cryptographically verify the identify of each device. However, the
current approaches to certificate-based authentication rely on significant user intervention, making this approach infeasible for large home networks. Alternatively, the
router could authenticate devices based on their network signature, much as Google’s
taxonomy library does, but the validity of this approach under continuous communications (as opposed to initial connections only, which is used by Google’s library)
requires further study.
5.2.1.2

MAC Randomization

MAC randomization, conversely, is typically used to preserve users privacy. In the
last several years, this approach has become more common. Modern iPhone and
Android smartphones use a randomized MAC while in wireless discovery mode3 to
prevent traffic analysis: Each wireless access point (WAP) is presented with a unique,
pseudorandom MAC address each time it is discovered [90]. Additionally, some Windows 10 devices now support MAC randomization. These devices allow a different
approach, where the device either generates a new pseudorandom MAC every 24
hours (and the same MAC is presented to all devices encountered during this period)
or generates a new MAC for each WAP it encounters (and remembers those pseudorandom MACs, such that each time a WAP encounters the Windows 10 device, it
receives the same MAC)[39].
As long as a pseudorandom MAC address does not collide with another device’s
MAC, EDICT will still be able to accurately identify the compromised device. However, MAC randomization allows for EDICT to be victimized by resource exhaustion
attacks. Because EDICT has to record the device details of each new connection, an
adversary could execute a malicious port scan, or any other network sweep that generates many unique connections, with each connection coming from a different pseu3

Wireless discovery mode is the default, unconnected state of a wireless device. In this mode, the
device is actively scanning for nearby WAPs in order to determine their Service Set Identifier (SSID).
This requires broadcasting wireless frames, which contain the source MAC address, thus potentially
allowing for attacks on privacy through tracking the appearance of a MAC across a WAP or multiple
WAPs.
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dorandom MAC. This could exhaust the router’s CPU and/or memory, as EDICT
would first confirm each of these connections as originating from a novel device, and
then store information on that device. Later, this could also interfere with EDICT’s
identification capabilities: As the device log is not optimized for reading (identification is relatively rare), a large log could slow down the identification process to an
unacceptable speed.
However, EDICT could mitigate MAC randomization through the use of a walled
garden for access control, where new devices have limited connectivity until manually authenticated through a captive portal or side channel. While this approach
is typically seen only on public or academic wireless networks, it would also prevent
compromised home devices from using novel MAC addresses. This modification could
also be used to verify information on the connected device generated by the Taxonomy
library: novel devices are placed into a walled garden, and the device owner must enter
identifying information (via a captive portal or a side channel web interface) in order
to grant the device connectivity. Importantly, this addresses the inability of EDICT
to easily differentiate for a user between multiple devices of the exact same make and
model. However, this approach would not prevent MAC spoofing, as EDICT would
confuse the malicious traffic with legitimate traffic and allow it through.

5.2.2

IP Spoofing and Randomization

Similarly, IP spoofing is the forgery of a packet’s source IP address, and it is used to
hide the true source of a packet and/or falsely attribute a packet to another source.
This section adopts a similar convention to the previous: IP spoofing refers to the
forgery of another connected device’s legitimate source address (which can be detected
similarly to other devices’ MACs), and IP randomization refers to the usage of a
pseudorandomly-generated source address.
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5.2.2.1

IP Spoofing

While IP spoofing may be intended to misdirect attribution, its efficacy depends on
two factors. First, what version of the IP is in use? For IPv4, the impact is limited, as
1) EDICT eschews the use of IPv4 addresses for identification and 2) EDICT assumes
that NAT would replace the forged source address with the router’s IP address. For
IPv6, a spoofed address can cause EDICT to identify legitimate devices in addition
to the compromised device, as a query for the spoofed address would return a listing
of all devices that used that address at that time.
Second, is the spoofed address on the same subnet? The above analysis assumes
the spoofed address is within the same subnet as the true address, as spoofed addresses
outside of the subnet would either be filtered out by their ISP following the IETF’s
Best Current Practice (BCP) 38 [62] or cause the ISP to contact the wrong customer
(as the packets would appear to come from somewhere else on the Internet).
Spoofed addresses within the same subnet could be easily mitigated by implementing a fixed IP addressing scheme and filtering exceptions,4 but this approach has
significant drawbacks. It imposes the overhead of network administration as devices
as connected and disconnected from the network. Beyond being time-consuming, this
is likely beyond the abilities of many consumers. Additionally, it limits inter-network
mobility: To connect to a new network (such as a friend’s network while visiting),
the network administrator must now add the new device.
Conversely, there is no simple solution to cross-subnet spoofed addresses. Generally, it would require broad adoption of BCP 38 filtering (to block the false addresses)
and/or IP traceback capability (to determine the true addresses), but the specific
challenges are beyond the scope of this research.
4

Under this scheme, every device connected to the network would have a fixed IP address instead
of being leased one through the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). Then, traffic originating from a Network Interface Card (NIC) that does not map to the assigned IP address would
be dropped, thus preventing devices from spoofing IP addresses.
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5.2.2.2

IP Randomization

IP randomization also varies in its efficacy between the two IP versions. For IPv4, the
set of possible addresses is relatively small, creating a high probability of collisions,
where the source address pseudorandomly picks the address of another legitimate
device, either on the same subnet or elsewhere on the Internet. In effect, this is the
same as a directly-spoofed address, which is discussed in section 5.2.2.1.
However, IPv6 randomization has less of an impact, as EDICT will store the
source address for IPv6 communications, allowing for even a pseudorandom address
to be uniquely identified as a device. This approach is less vulnerable to a resource
exhaustion attack, compared to MAC randomization, as the source addresses are
being stored in a space-efficient scalable Bloom filter. This is important, as IPv6
randomization is increasingly common: IPv6 Privacy Extensions allow for an IPv6
host to anonymize itself by using a unique, pseudorandom host identifier for each
communication; because the network identifier is preserved, the source will still receive
replies, but the anonymized host identifier prevents outside observers from tracking
the Internet activity of individual users or devices.

5.2.3

Source Port Manipulation

While EDICT is somewhat vulnerable to source port manipulation, its design mitigates the threat. Because source ports are typically randomized by the source device,
EDICT’s usage of source ports for identification is not significantly impeded by collisions, where multiple devices use the same source port and this may appear indistinguishable to EDICT. However, clever malware may fix the source port(s) of its traffic,
such that EDICT collides. This could be done through observation of legitimate network traffic, wherein the malware observes a source port in use and uses it within the
same log timeslot, or it could be done by observing a protocol that utilizes a fixed
source port, such as the Dropbox LAN synchronization protocol [98], and using that
port. EDICT’s design mitigates the impact of such collisions, as it will return the list
of all devices that used the queried source port at that time. Thus, the compromised
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device can only hide itself in the subset of legitimate devices using that source port,
which should be small as legitimate devices will be randomizing their source port or
using specific protocols.
Moreover, EDICT could be modified to further mitigate this threat, by allowing
the home network’s owner to optionally configure EDICT to store information on
the destination of traffic. This would force a compromised device attempting to hide
to only target malicious traffic against the destinations of traffic from legitimate devices, vastly decreasing the malware’s utility. However, following the privacy concerns
discussed in section 4.3.4, EDICT eschewed this approach, and even the modified version would default to this option being disabled. To further assuage privacy concerns,
EDICT could only log partial information on the destination, such as the most specific
16 bits of the destination IP address, preventing even loss of this data from readily
compromising privacy.

5.2.4

Router Compromise

Finally, we consider the impacts of the router hosting EDICT being compromised.
This analysis centers on two questions. First, what impact does router compromise
have on EDICT’s ability to identify devices? Second, what impact does router compromise have on EDICT’s protections of user privacy? Notably, these questions do
not cover the full scope of the threats posed by a compromised router. Fully analyzing those threats is beyond the scope of this thesis, so this analysis focuses on the
problems directly related to EDICT.
Router compromise can entirely negate EDICT’s ability to identify devices, both
for devices whose communications were logged prior to the router’s compromise and
to devices communicating post-compromise. Adversaries can prevent identification
of pre-compromise communications by simply deleting the log files. Alternatively,
they can prevent identification by manually editing the log. In a scenario where an
adversary has compromised device A and wishes to prevent EDICT from identifying
this device:5
5

In this scenario, the adversary desires to corrupt EDICT such that it returns a negative result
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1. Adversary can remove device A’s entry from the device log, so EDICT will never
attempt to query its connection log for device A, or
2. Adversary can manually set 1+ bit(s) in the appropriate Bloom filters to 0.
Bit(s) should be in the set of results from device A’s details being passed into
the 𝑘-hashes. When the filter is queried for device A, it will not return {1}𝑛 ,
thus indicating a negative result.
Alternatively, an adversary might wish to compromise device A and frame device
B for any malicious traffic originating from A:
1. Adversary can swap the device log details of devices A and B, such that EDICT
will return the taxonomy and "first seen" timestamp of device B when queried
for device A, or
2. Adversary can manually set 1+ bits in the Bloom filter to 0 for device A and
set all bits for device B to 1.
To address these vulnerabilities, EDICT must be able to ensure the integrity of
its logs. There are various approaches, each with strengths and weaknesses. First,
whenever EDICT writes a log to disk (on each novel device connection or at the end of
a sublog time period), it could compute a cryptographically-secure hash value for that
log. This hash value could be stored in the cloud or locally. Both approaches are still
vulnerable to an availability attack, where the attacker simply deletes the logs (or the
hashes, if stored locally). This motivates the second approach, where EDICT stores
its logs externally, either on the home network (e.g., the user’s desktop computer) or
in the cloud. This could be used to backup a copy of the logs for security concerns
or to address the memory concerns discussed in section 4.2.1.2. Because of the high
availability requirements for this approach, a cloud-based architecture is preferred;
section ?? will elaborate.
An adversary can also prevent EDICT from identifying communications postcompromise. This can be done by simply disabling EDICT, directly attacking EDICT
when queried for device A’s details. This is a false negative error.
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as with pre-compromise communications, or attacking the router’s underlying architecture. There is a wide variety of methods an adversary could employ to achieve
the latter. For example, an adversary could corrupt the router’s NAT functionality,
such that it either randomizes the source port (for IPv4) or source IP address (for
IPv6), thus anonymizing to EDICT all communications. While this could prevent any
responses to the traffic from successfully making it to the source, many types of malicious traffic - e.g., a UDP-based DDoS against the DNS - do not require bidirectional
communication for success.
To fix this problem at the router, the router’s OS needs to be fundamentally secure. Routers must be able to read, modify, drop, and forward packets to perform
routing, so fixing this problem is not as easy as removing or securing individual functionalities. Broadly, this has three steps: one, secure the operating system, removing
vulnerabilities, etc.; two, prevent the OS from being compromised during use, by requiring strong authentication mechanisms, etc.; and three, prevent an attacker from
sidestepping the OS’s protections, by using some form of software integrity checking
such as a Trusted Platform Module (TPM).6
Additionally, end-to-end cryptographic methods can ameliorate many of the consequences of router insecurity, but they are unable to directly ensure EDICT is able
to identify devices. By authenticating one another, the source and destination can
be assured that routers have not redirected their traffic to allow for an adversary to
masquerade as one of the parties. And, by encrypting their traffic, the parties can
ensure that routers, or other parties in the middle of the communications path, are
unable to read the contents of these communications. However, because these methods are end-to-end, the router, and thus EDICT, does not benefit from any provided
assurances. While there might be room for a host-to-router communication protocol
6

A Trusted Platform Module is a hardware chip used for cryptographic functions such as secure
key storage or hardware verification. For high security applications, these functions are shifted from
the CPU, where they traditionally are accomplished through software, into the TPM, in order to
protect the results from corruption by malware. In this use case, the TPM would store a hash of the
router’s operating system from a known good state and, prior to each boot of the OS, recompute
this hash; if the computed hash does not match the stored hash, the system is determined to have
been corrupted or compromised, and the TPM will prevent the OS from booting. Google’s home
router, the OnHub, uses a TPM to secure its OS [59].
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to enable a higher level of assurance, no such method currently exists.
Conversely, router compromise has little impact on EDICT’s privacy protections.
While an adversary with access to the router would be able to read the stored device
and connection logs, the adversary would only be able to determine what devices
have communicated with the router. While an adversary gaining knowledge of which
devices communicated at what times is not ideal, it is insufficient for a true breach
of users’ privacy, as the adversary would have no knowledge of the destination or
content of any communications. Moreover, the logs could be locally encrypted, thus
preventing even this small privacy concern. However, EDICT has not taken this
approach, as local encryption would require an authenticated login process to identify
devices, which complicates use.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The rise of the Internet of Things challenges malware remediation on home networks.
Millions of devices, from refrigerators to lightbulbs, will be connected to the Internet
and open to exploitation and corruption. This exacerbates existing threats from bots,
who send the majority of spam email, contribute to crippling DDoS campaigns against
major financial and political institutions, and breach millions of individuals’ privacy.
Worse, the traditional answer of antivirus is unsuited to the IoT environment and
insufficient to address this problem, as are alternative schemes such as law enforcement
campaigns or defensive strategies.
However, increasing coordination between ISPs and their customers can facilitate the remediation of infected devices at low cost to all stakeholders and with no
requirements for coordination between ISPs and no significant legal or privacy concerns. Importantly, this benefits both ISPs and their customers. ISPs gain a more
secure, higher performance network, as well as the associated intangible reputational
benefits, increasing their profits. Customers, too, increase security: Their devices can
be more readily remediated, lowering the costs of malware. While this will not entirely solve the problem of malware, it will protect individuals and the Internet from
much of the negative consequences. It should also increase IoT security awareness,
which in turn may incentivize the development of legitimate remediation capability
on IoT devices.
Because of these benefits, many ISPs have implemented customer notification sys71

tems, but the residential source identification problem stymies malware remediation
in expanding home networks. The privacy protections afforded by NAT and IPv6
Privacy Extensions limit an ISP’s ability to trace back a communication to a specific device. This is for good reason: individuals’ Internet behaviors should remain
unknown to an ISP.
EDICT solves the residential source identification problem. It logs each flow
leaving the home network, allowing the customer to identify any malicious traffic,
given notification from their ISP. Their ISP, in turn, is able to leverage their position
and economies of scale to efficiently and effectively detect malicious traffic. EDICT
further logs all devices as they connect to the router and identifies the manufacturer
and model, enabling user-friendly identification of compromise. By designing EDICT
around a series of scalable Bloom filters, EDICT is able to efficiently run on modern
routers and protect users’ privacy.
Importantly, EDICT provides this benefit even when individually adopted. Unlike solutions to the broader IP traceback problem, EDICT does not require inter-ISP
coordination for successful identification; it relies on notification that can be accomplished with only coordination between an ISP and its customers. Thus, a single ISP
implementing notification can see benefit, and a single customer adopting EDICT can
see benefit.
EDICT is readily implementable on modern routers, as it has low requirements
for memory and no significant impact on network performance. When tested on a
network designed to simulate containing an aggressive compromised device, EDICT
had only a minor impact on the router’s memory usage and no significant impact on
the router’s CPU utilization or the network’s throughput.
Were EDICT widely adopted, malware authors may adapt by designing malware
that spoofs MAC addresses. There are other vulnerabilities in the architecture, specifically related to spoofed IPv6 addresses and source ports, but they are mitigated by
EDICT’s design: It will return a list of all matching queries, thus affording a spoofing
device only a small anonymity set, instead of true anonymity. However, by spoofing
MAC addresses, a compromised device can ensure a legitimate device is blamed for
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the traffic. This can only be solved by advanced network authentication methods,
including certificate-based and signature-based schemes.
Yet, EDICT is only a single point in a rising argument, that home routers are
now the center of a home’s digital life. Increasingly, they are being called on for
capabilities far beyond the simple routing and switching of earlier models. Certain
technologies, such as network storage capability, has become common. Presaging
wider adoption, higher-end home routers have introduced additional functionality,
from Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) to media servers. Moreover, advanced network
management is becoming commonplace, such as the addition of "guest" networks for
convenient access or network optimizations for gaming consoles. EDICT, and other
router-based security mechanisms such as DNS filtering,1 are another part of this
movement.

6.1

Future Work

In seeking to understand the IoT malware remediation ecosystem and solve the identified residential source identification problem, this thesis evoked a series of research
questions. Several of these were answered in the course of this research, but many
more remained outside the scope of this effort. Broadly, I divide these topically: ISP
security incentives, IoT malware, the future of the IoT, and additions to EDICT.

6.1.1

ISP Security Incentives

EDICT was designed with policy assumptions regarding the incentive structure surrounding ISPs. Broadly, this assumption is simple: ISPs can economically benefit
from detecting malicious traffic and notifying their customers. In order to investigate
this assumption, research could measure either the direct impact of this security on
ISPs’ costs or examine alternative economic levers relating security to ISPs’ revenue.
While the direct link is straightforward, it itself rests on an assumption: customer
1

By filtering DNS requests, a router can deny access to unwanted domain names. Typical use
cases include the filtering of adult material and known sources of spam email or advertisements.
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notification increases security. That is, decreased malicious traffic will decrease costs,
but will customer notification decrease malicious traffic? Initial research hints this
is true [56], but more data - especially from ISPs - is needed. Tangentially, this research effort could also answer other questions: Do customers follow notifications of
malicious activity? How can these notifications be improved? Do notifications cause
improvement primarily by lowering the time to remediation (assuming the problems
would be found eventually) or by alerting customers to compromise that would go
otherwise undetected? Indirectly, ISPs’ revenue might be impacted in several ways.
First, as consumers become more security-conscious, their choice in ISP might become
a reflection of their belief in the ISP’s security. Thus, a secure ISP can attract additional customers, raising revenue. Second, ISPs’ "layer 8" and "layer 9"2 connections
might provide a mechanism linking security and cost. Network operators’ informal
interconnections might be able to benefit ISPs that are seen as more secure or better
stewards of the Internet (for example, by proactively handling sources of malicious
traffic on their network that are victimizing other ISPs’ clients). Alternatively, the
peering or transit agreements between ISPs might provide a coercive mechanism to
encourage ISPs to behave in a pro-security manner. While inter-ISP agreements are
notoriously undisclosed, previous research on interdomain routing has succeeded in
surveying network operators [32], suggesting this may be a valid research design for
this question.
Finally, this analysis of ISPs has assumed a traditional model of the ISP. It has
eschewed a critical modern development, Content Delivery Networks (CDNs). Given
their increasing responsibility for serving data to customers, CDNs have an important
role to play in any anti-malware strategy. Like an ISP, they can be positioned in
front of either source or destination, but as an important difference, most CDNs
operate as a single hop: Content providers pay the CDN to deliver content directly
to customers. Without the ISP-to-ISP-to-ISP hopping of the "traditional" Internet,
alternative schemes may be possible. Additionally, because CDNs can spread widely
2

"Layer 8" and "layer 9" refer to fictional additional layers to the 7-layer OSI model: people and
organizations.
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across the Internet - though interconnection with disparate ISPs - they could play an
important role in alternative detection and notification schemes.

6.1.2

IoT Malware

IoT malware is very much in its infancy. With uncertain development ahead for IoT
malware, this research raised two primary questions. First, will IoT malware follow a
similar trajectory to "traditional" malware? By this, I refer to two phenomena that
have targeted traditional devices: malware being spread by social engineering, instead
of exclusively self-replicating worms reliant on system or protocol vulnerabilities, and
ransomware. Given the difficulty with communicating trust to a user of an IoT device,
both approaches are worrisome. Additionally, ransomware is especially frightening, as
home IoT devices may play an important role that traditional devices never did: What
if a front door is infected with ransomware and refuses entrance to the homeowner
without payment? Second, will IoT malware continue to focus on breadth instead of
depth? Current strains of malware have focused on single features - use this device
to send malicious traffic, access this camera, etc. As a point of comparison, Zeus,
a modern and full-featured strain of "traditional" malware, allows its controllers to
send malicicous traffic, use devices as a proxy, and steal sensitive and/or financial
information. Additionally, the most prevasive malware strains on today’s IoT have
lived on device memory, instead of attempting to gain persistance3 by infecting flash
memory. There are many possible explanations: IoT devices rarely reboot, so inmemory malware is "enough," or perhaps in-memory is simply easier.

6.1.3

Future of the IoT

Similarly, the Internet of Things as a whole has an uncertain future. This work has
raised a litany of questions. First, will the IoT be relatively homogeneous or heterogeneous - will there be a wide range of operating systems or, perhaps led by a natural
3

Persistance, in this use, refers to malware’s ability to resume operations despite the device
rebooting, losing power, etc. This is typically done by infecting the permanent, flash storage. On a
traditional device, this would mean writing the malware to the hard drive and including a component,
such as a malicious hardware driver, that allows it to be reloaded when the machine boots up.
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oligopoly of manufacturers, few? Second, will the devices themselves be intended
as single purpose or multipurpose? Securing a multi-purpose device is significantly
more difficult, but the added capability brings additional security benefits - such as
the possibility for antivirus. While there are research efforts underway to develop
lightweight, secure operating systems engineered for the IoT, the future is still uncertain. Additionally, there is a gap between the intent of the device and the underlying
OS: a "single purpose" smart lightbulb might, at its foundation, have a multi-purpose
OS. This is the worst case, as single purpose devices are less likely to have additional
features on the OS disabled or secured. Third, will IoT manufacturers continue to
lack adequate incentives for security? While the situation is currently dire, there are
several mechanisms for change. Government regulation, perhaps originating from the
newly-formed Senate Cybersecurity Caucus [20], might mandate security, or consumer
choice might encourage it, perhaps aided by the (TODO: Mudge’s lab). Fourth, an
outstanding technical question is IoT device authentication. Traditional approaches,
including certificates or user-in-the-loop password entry, are unsuitable. Alternative
approaches, such as the network-based methods EDICT utilizes, are insufficient for
high-integrity applications (e.g., home security).

6.1.4

Additions to EDICT

Lastly, throughout the development of EDICT, I identified several goals for future
improvement:
First, how can EDICT operate on low-storage devices? While EDICT is designed
to run on general routers, certain future use cases might dictate its use on lowercapability devices - wireless range extenders, dedicated access points for a family of
IoT devices, etc. In order to remove much of the burden of storage and querying from
these devices, EDICT could utilize cloud storage. Logs could be locally encrypted,
stored in the cloud, and then decrypted locally for queries. Alternatively, the logs
could be homomorphically or functionally encrypted, allowing the server to maintain
user-encrypted logs but return plaintext queries. While this approach allows for the
EDICT instance to obviate responsibility for queries and fully protect users’ privacy,
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additional work is required to integrate this class of cryptography into EDICT. Moreover, all encryption and decryption operations impose computational requirements
that may be beyond low-capability devices, thus making off-device storage more useful for long term backup of logs from full-capability routers.
Second, how can EDICT secure its stored logs? As noted in section 5.2.4, EDICT’s
stored logs are vulnerable on a compromised router. This could be accomplished by
securing the logs on the router, perhaps by digitally signing logs with a passwordderived key or a key stored on a TPM installed on the router. However, the logs would
remain vulnerability to an availability attack (i.e., they could still be deleted). To
protect against this threat, the logs could be duplicated off-router, either on another
device on the home network or on an Internet server.
Third, how could EDICT work under an alternative coordination scheme, as discussed in section 4.3.2? As noted there, there is a significant trust issue. Absent the
existing customer-ISP relationship, a customer may have little reason to trust the
notification’s validity, thus impeding successful remediation.
Fourth, could EDICT be automatically integrated into the ISP notification process? Currently, EDICT operates as a human-in-the-loop system, where an ISP notifies a customer, and the customer then manually queries EDICT with metadata
from that notification. Alternatively, EDICT could be operated remotely by the ISP,
wherein instead of notifying the customer, they notify the EDICT instance, which
then notifies the customer of the device-specific information (the result of the query
to EDICT). This approach would yield significant benefits to the user experience, but
additional work is required to ensure the notification channel is secure and resistant
to forgery.
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